In a paper published shortly before the first referendumsaumsa on devolution in Scotland and in Scotland and Wales were aiming to achieve were also real material aims for socialist political movements in England: control over communal decision -making and access to resources. Accordingly, Williams stated that the 'why not us?' response in England was one that 'every genuine nationalist would welcome' in Wales (Williams 1978: 189ibid.). Implicit 
exploring how the ideas of culture, and more, specifically, literature, had developed in Britain along ideological lines, so that English Literature itself had partly created the conflation between a narrow, primarily privileged sector of the population and one version of British identity as a whole. This chapter will explore the idea of devolution as a model that might potentially be emulated in certain areas of English life. It will draw on Williams's devolutionary frame and his sense of how the conflation of a dominant political class with British identity as a whole need toshould be decoupled from each other. It will also and suggest that because historical constructions of English Literature provided some of the means for the original conflation, to be generated ,literature also can provides an appropriate means for critically re-assessing that conflation and carrying out that necessary act of cultural decoupling. In England specifically, this entails a recognition that just as the old imperialist canon of English Literature iswas unrepresentative of the peoples of Scotland, Wales and Northern Ireland, so too it was is unrepresentative of the majority of the English people.
Decoupling writers who are English from the canon of English Literature presents an opportunity for a post-imperial and post-Union England to develop a confident national sense of itself.
The Rejection of English Literature
One of the nineteenth-century assumptions behind the construction of a canon of English Literature was that literature could function as a didactic art form, capable of providing moral guidance, cultivating spiritual growth and generating respect for the social and political order. My early years were spent exposed to the punitive moral guidance of Victorian novels. In these tomes, the young hero, a likeable, well-favoured lad […] sets out from the stasis of his usual life on a journey of supposed maturity. He starts his travels wellstocked with every kind of fault, egoism and mean sophistry […] encounters figures imbued with stronger and older wisdoms and they guide him to some degree […] of wisdom […] . It's a simple enough system but hasn't gone too well for me […] . (Wilson 1989: 323-4) .
The understatement implied in the words 'it hasn't gone too well for me' underlines the positive zest with which Wilson portrays the failure of an ideological literary practice left over from the imperial era. Through Bogle's rejection of the institutions of literary education, the novel explicitly interrogates the assumptions on which Arnold's humanistic approach to English Literature was based: that the dissemination of a morally controlling and quasispiritual literary culture could maintain social order by instilling a sense of moral duty and it was written during the long and drawn out struggles for land reform in Ireland (Eagleton 1990: 33) .
The Ulster setting of Ripley Bogle is highly significant for another reason. Tom Nairn argued in The Break-Up of Britain (1977) that an end to the sectarian violence of the 'tTroubles' in Northern Ireland could only be envisaged if instead of being viewed as the apparently intractable division between two competing nationalisms -British and Irish -the situation be viewed as a complex interaction between three distinct kinds of nationalism, with Northern Ireland emerging as a national entity of its own rather than existing endlessly as the object of competition between two other nationalisms. To Nairn, this emergence gives Northern Ireland a 'paradoxical self-definition' because it resembles a nation on the one hand, but has been historically unable to articulate a national culture on the other (Nairn 1977: 240) .
I To put it another way, the specific feature of Northern Ireland is that although supposedly incorporated into Great Britain, it is also a remote outpost of it and its culture is therefore not the same as the culture of which it is presumed to be an outpost. Generations of occupying frontier status, coupled with the siege mentality attached to the religious divide, have made for a distinct culture and a separate consciousness unlike those of Britain or Ireland.
In Ripley Bogle, Wilson portrays the difficulty in taking the imaginative leap from seeing Ulster as a combat ground between two other nations to viewing it as a site of interaction between three distinct nationalisms. He imbues Bogle with an ambivalent sense of belonging to each community: 'the occasional Misguided Soul would try to call us British but […] 1989: 16). In the final question -'whatever that meant' -Wilson gestures beyond the entrenched siege mentality of two counter-posed nationalisms and allows his character to wonder how Northern Ireland's paradoxical self-definition could ever come to realisation.
Bogle goes on to reflect, '[o]Our errors past and future gather in the streets, jostling and officious. They want to be heard… What will they get?' (323). There is something wrong with the logic. And the mistake is probably in the ascription of racist sentiment to an undefined mass 'nationalism.' It is much more the symptom of an absence of popular nationalism among the English. There is no coherent, sufficiently democratic myth of Englishness -no sufficiently accessible and popular myth-identity where mass discontents can find a vehicle. (Nairn, 1977: 294 the last resort, but the conviction that popular aspirations will always, in the end, be attended to up there' (Nairn 1977: 296, italics in original) .
Though there are few available historical precedents for utilising an idea of the English people as a cornerstone of a newly defined English nationalism, Nairn is anxious to point out that such models are not altogether non-existent. His argument is that the political state had been able to provide compensation for England's lack of national definition during the imperial period, primarily through the promise of a certain material standard of living. As Britain has moved away from its imperial history and global economic ascendancy is far from guaranteed, this material reward has been increasingly unable to compensate for the absence of a positive self-image in the popular English imagination and hence for the absence of an English national culture as such. He suggests that these things but that England, as a nation with a national culture will need to be discovered -and in some cases re-invented -in England after the 'prolonged global detour and development' of empire (297).
One of the central tenets of socialist political thought is that people do not only find themselves in situations, they also create situations. For this reason, the return of an idea of the English people to a renascent sense of English nationhood is not something that can be expected to happen passivelypassively awaited. On the contrary, it will only be possible if it is actively worked for. This is why the question of whether Northern Ireland will end up as a relic of imperial wars or a portent for new kinds of civic structure has important implications for other nationalisms in a post-Union Britain. Wilson's Ripley Bogle portrays a Northern Irish society poised between relic and portent, and aAs with the comparable case of Northern Ireland's paradoxical nationhood, the new and confident English nationalism that Nairn advocates requires above all the taking of a significant imaginative leap:
Intellectual opposition to such an essentially non-populist structure, to a tradition so The imaginative step that Nairn outlines is one capable of envisaging an English nation and an English nationalism based on an idea of the English people and their achievements rather than on the separation of an elite political class from popular involvement. It is because this step will run counter to three hundred years of state history that it needs to occur in the popular imagination before anything else; and it is because it needs to occur in the imagination before all else that English writers have a particular relationship to the new forms of English nationalism that Nairn advocates. As the case of Ripley Bogle demonstrates, the new kind of writing practice will depart from the imperialist discipline of English Literature as one that polices a particular social and political order. In Nairn's account, an effective model for nationalist revival is provided by 'the attempt to find strength for a better, more democratic future by re-examining (on occasion re-inventing) a mythic past' (304). In addressing this challenge to historical construction and imperial ideology, English writers are entering a new phase of cultural catch-up, specifically in the practice of 'writing back.'
English Writers Writing Back
Arguably, 'writing back' is a kind of writing that could only have originated in former colonies articulating a culture and consciousness on the world stage, rather than in the former imperial homeland of Britain itself. WithIn texts such as Jean Rhys's Wide Sargasso Sea (1966), Derek Walcott's Omeros (1990) and Peter Carey's Jack Maggs (1997), 'writing back'
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By reprising the unfinished journey undertaken by Chaucer's protagonists, Swift hints at the rediscovery of English cultural geography as a process that had become occluded during the period of imperialism because English Literature had become too tightly associated with the British Empire and that has only recently started to be reactivated as English writers address the post-British phase of English history. Swift's protagonists do not 'end' their journey at Canterbury Cathedral because they are 'going on' to 'Margate' (Swift 1996: 192), ). In other words, the journey undertaken by his travellers is physically longer than that of Chaucer's, as if the text is extending or enlarging our understanding outside of, or beyond the canonSwift is interested in enlarging our understanding of the myriad lives involved in it.
While creating a specifically English narrative and journey While he is interested in creating a narrative that is specifically English, not British, heSwift is also at pains to portray the incongruity that exists between contemporary English cultures and the 'King's List' version of English history (Harman 1998: 10) . Accordingly,, he endows Vic and Jack's visit to the tomb in Canterbury Cathedral of Edward, the Black Prince with ancarries an ambivalent resonance. On the one hand, the Black Prince is an indicator of heroism belonging to a specifically English (as opposed to Welsh or Scottish) history; on the other, the historical figure of the prince is as remote from Jack and Vic as would be a Welsh or Scottish prince: they have never heard of him and struggle to pronounce 'Edward Plant -Edward PlantEdward Plantagenet' (Swift 1996: 206) .
During the period of the British Empire, the tradition of English Literature became Chaucer's pilgrims' tell tales of other people, and the tales are they tell become part of the texture of their narrative and itspart of a collective self-imagining and public performance,.
Swift's travellers, by contrast, tell their 'own' stories in a private relationships between speaker and listener that is not laid down for public utility and which serves as a kind of history from below. (Bowlby, 1993: passim) . In a subtle and powerful re-write of Mrs Dalloway, Duffy represents her protagonist Marilyn through physical mobility, symbolised by a bus: 'this bus that travels from black to brown to white to white to white and back again brown again, black again, crossing the lost River Peck and the enclosed Effra, touching estates and trees and looking over fences into lawns and car yards and parks and the fast dirty Thames...' (Duffy 2008: 21) . In The Room of Lost Things, the historical transition towards greater female mobility and empowerment has reached a broader section of the population in cultural and economic terms. This is possibly why the emphasis This point about confidence was fundamental to Raymond Williams's and Nairn's argument advocacy of both political devolution in Scotland and Wales, and diversification of the literary canon. As with Nairn, the literary point gradual blurs into a political point:
Scotland and Wales were both countries of low cultural confidence, and the the product of a
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Conclusion
This chapter has presented three principal arguments. Firstly, that the process of political 
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